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Dear Sophie,
I was delighted to learn from your latest letter that you have decided to leave industry and return to a more academic
life. I thought at first that you were going to say that you had gone into a more administrative position, either with some
research organisation or with one of the foundations involved in research. So it came as a very pleasant surprise to learn
that you have decided to teach science to young people. Politicians and educators are forever complaining that the young
are not interested in sciences and technology but instead are either entering the safe professions of medicine and law, or
taking up riskier, but potentially more profitable, positions in the financial services, such as trading in futures or
derivatives. We really do need good teachers of science and it is not enough to hope that there will always be people such
as yourself who have made the choice as a personal act of dedication. I once suggested that the solution was to pay
teachers as much as we pay managers and administrators, which would improve matters overnight.
Having chosen teaching over research administration, I implore you to stick to teaching itself. That way you do not
have to endure the climb through the jungle of management and administration. In science, and no doubt in teaching
too, this largely consists of telling other people what to do rather than doing it oneself. As one ascends in the system, the
iteration increases and one can find oneself telling other people to tell other people, who tell other people, and so on
until one reaches the coalface. So busy are the people at the top that it is now impossible to make direct contact with
anybody one step removed from direct activities. This is true for all the organisations I deal with — universities,
industries or funding agencies — and doubtless for school teaching, too.
If you try to make direct contact by telephone with anybody these days, you are very likely to be confronted with a
menu. Usually none of the possibilities offered fits your needs and the recitation of the menu usually terminates by
cutting you off. If, by any chance, one option sounds suitable, it is often the entry point to an even more
incomprehensive sub-menu. Assuming you eventually reach the correct extension, you will be told that Dr X is unable to
take your call because he is either away at a meeting or engaged on another telephone call — and would you like his
voicemail. I once took my revenge on the system by leaving a message, which went roughly as follows: “If you want to
hear a message, press 1.” (Pause.) “If you want to hear it in French, press 1, in German, press 2, in Icelandic, press 3, in
Etruscan, press 4, in English, press 5.” (Pause.) “You may return to the main menu by pressing 354.” My recipient
actually performed the first two steps before he realised that something was wrong and that his actions had nothing to do
with the subsequent events. This shows that it is easy to teach intelligent people how to do stupid things.
These days really important people, such as professors, have assistants. It is incorrect to call them secretaries. Dr X’s
assistant does not work for her, but with her. Actually, most of the time, he is working against her. In many places, it is
impossible to contact Dr X and all that one hopes for is that one can talk to Dr X’s assistant. However, with the rapid
evolution of the system, reaching the assistant’s voicemail is the likely outcome. Of course, as all sophisticated people
know, one should communicate by e-mail, but I have found that once the volume of messages increases, it becomes
useless. The only advantage is that one can delete everything without bothering to read anything. I could never do this
with letters for fear of throwing away a cheque that had been sent to me. 
The art of management or administration consists, first, in not knowing anything about the area one is managing or
administering as this could lead to biased judgement, and second, in having meetings which should, if everything is
working well, produce only another meeting and not any definitive decisions. In a perfect world, the only decisions any
meeting should agree to is the time and place of the next meeting, and also who should be invited. Under ‘other matters’
it would be proper to consider where to go for lunch. 
At the very top of the management/administrative pyramid are the really important people. They all have an
occupational disease that involves their hearing ability. They are not deaf but have an auditory opacity that filters out the
semantic content of what other people are saying. I once proved this by the following conversation. “How are you, dear
boy, how is your leg?” was the question to me. “They had to amputate it,” I replied. To which the response was,
“Wonderful news, it is good to see how well you are doing.”
So Sophie, you see you have missed nothing and your path will, in the end, be more satisfying and more productive.
Perhaps you may even one day return to research.
Your ever-loving Grandpa Syd
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